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Quantum Logic Gates in Optical Lattices
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We propose a new system for implementing quantum logic gates: neutral atoms trapped in a very
far-off-resonance optical lattice. Pairs of atoms are made to occupy the same well by varying the
polarization of the trapping lasers, and then a near-resonant electric dipole is induced by an auxiliary
laser. A controlled-NOT can be implemented by conditioning the target atomic resonance on a resolvable
level shift induced by the control atom. Atoms interact only during logical operations, thereby
suppressing decoherence. [S0031-9007(98)08347-1]

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 32.80.Lg, 32.80.Pj, 32.80.Qk
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Any computation is constrained by the physical law
governing the machine that carries out the operatio
Conventional computers operate according to the laws
classical physics, but an entirely new class of compute
is possible using physical components that are govern
by the laws of quantum mechanics [1]. At the heart
quantum computation is the entanglement of many tw
state systems (qubits), which form the register of th
quantum computer. The requirements for creating a
maintaining such a highly entangled state seem to
almost contradictory: the qubits must be strongly coupl
to one another and to an external field to produce t
conditional-logic operations for quantum computation, y
coupling to other external influences must be minimize
because it leads to decoherence. Quantum error correc
[2] and fault-tolerant computation [3] promise to defea
the deleterious effects of decoherence, but only if t
coupling to the environment is sufficiently weak.

Several physical realizations of quantum computatio
have been proposed. One of the most promising is ba
on storing each qubit in the state of an ultracold trapp
ion [4]. Ions interact strongly via their mutual Coulomb
repulsion, thus allowing unitary manipulation of th
qubits’ joint state to be achieved with lasers [5]. Becau
of their charge, however, the ions interact strongly wi
the environment, giving rise to decoherence channels fr
technical noise sources [6]; possibilities for surmountin
these problems are currently being explored [7]. Eleme
of quantum computation have also been implement
in standard NMR apparatuses [8] and in cavity QE
[9], but these schemes are at present difficult to sc
to many qubits. Solid-state systems, including quantu
dots [10], have also been proposed for realizing quantu
computation, but the strong interactions that exist
a condensed-matter environment make decoherenc
difficult problem. A recent proposal [11] to marry NMR
techniques with silicon technology looks promising.

We propose here a new system for implementing qua
tum logic gates: trapped neutral atoms made to inter
via laser-induced coherent electric dipole-dipole intera
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tions. Such a system has two advantages: decoherenc
suppressed because neutrals couple weakly to the envi
ment, and operations can be performed in parallel on
large ensemble of trapped atoms, thus offering avenues
scaling to many qubits. The main source of decoherenc
spontaneous emission, but this can be negligible if all m
nipulations are performed rapidly compared to the phot
scattering rate. To see that this is possible, consider
following scaling argument. The photon scattering rate
G0  sGy2, wheres is the saturation parameter, propor
tional to the excited state population, andG , k3jdegj2yh̄
is the spontaneous emission rate,k being the wave num-
ber of the photon anddeg the dipole matrix element be-
tween the ground and excited states. For atoms space
distances small compared to the optical wavelength,
tardation effects are negligible, and the level shift ari
ing from the near-field dipole-dipole interaction scales
Vdd , kd1l kd2lyr3

12, wherekdl is the dipole expectation
value, andr12 is the characteristic separation between th
dipoles. For weak (nonsaturated) excitationkdl ,

p
s deg,

so the ratio of interaction energy to scattering rate sca
as k , Vddyh̄G0 , skr12d23. Thus, if the atoms can be
tightly confined to relative distances small compared
the wavelength, one can induce a coherent dipole-dip
interaction with negligible photon scattering. The centr
point is that the coherent level shift can be enhanced s
stantially through tight confinement, while the cooperativ
spontaneous emission rate cannot increase by more th
factor of 2 (the Dicke super-radiant state) over that of a
isolated atom. In addition, since the resonant dipoles c
be turned “on” and “off” at will, atoms can be made to in
teract only during the conditional logic operations and n
during single-qubit manipulations or during periods of fre
evolution, thereby reducing coupling to the environmen

As a concrete implementation, we consider here t
use of neutral alkali atoms trapped in a far-off-resonan
optical lattice, periodic potentials created by a set
interfering laser beams in which atoms are trapped via t
ac-Stark shift [12]. By detuning the lasers very far from
resonance, photon scattering is greatly reduced. Throu
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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a combination of near-resonance Sisyphus laser cooli
and resolved-sideband Raman cooling [13], atoms c
be prepared in the ground state of the potential well
In a recent experiment,,106 Cs atoms were cooled in
a two-dimensional optical lattice, with mean vibrationa
excitation n̄ ø 0.01 [13]. Such atoms can be tightly
confined, with an rms spread on the order ofDx ø ly50
for reasonably deep wells, and are thus good candidates
inducing coherent dipole-dipole interactions. Accordin
to the discussion above, the ratio of the level shift to th
linewidth is k  Cyh3 ø 500C, whereh  kDx is the
Lamb-Dicke parameter, andC is a number depending on
the details of the geometry, to be determined below.

Consider a 3D optical lattice, detuned far to the blu
of atomic resonance, with atoms trapped at the nod
thereby minimizing photon scattering, and which trap
atoms deep in the Lamb-Dicke regime (see Fig. 1). Th
“transverse” beams confine the atoms in tubes orient
along thez direction and the “longitudinal” beams produce
standing waves ofs1 and s2 light within each tube.
The polarization gradient of the longitudinal fields allow
the distinction of two “types” of atoms: those trapped
at the nodes ofs1-polarized wells and those trapped a
nodes ofs2-polarized wells. Central to our method is the
ability to vary the lattice geometry dynamically: changing

FIG. 1. Schematic of a 3D blue-detuned optical lattice. Tw
pairs ofp-polarized beamsk' provide transverse confinement,
and the beamskk (at a different frequency) provide longitudinal
confinement ins1 ands2 standing waves. The solid (dotted)
contours represent the resulting ellipsoidal potential wel
associated withs1 (s2) polarization, separated pairwise by
dZ, as a function of the relative polarization angleu.
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the angleu between the longitudinal lasers’ polarizations
varies the distancedZ between the minima of these
wells according tokLdZ  tan21stanuy2d. Two atoms
trapped in neighboring wells can be brought into the sam
linearly polarized well by rotating the lasers’ polarizations
to parallel, adiabatically compared with the oscillation
frequency in the well. For large detunings stimulate
Raman transitions by the lattice lasers are suppressed a
the atom maintains its internal state. Once in the sam
well, the atoms can be made to interact by applying a
auxiliary “catalysis laser” that excites the atomic dipole
for a short time. A rotation of the laser polarization
beyond 90± slides the potential wells by more than a
quarter wavelength. A givens1 atom can thus interact
sequentially with all others2 atoms, and an arbitrary
entangled state within a tube can be created.

For each of the atomic typess6, we define a com-
putational basis,j1l6, j0l6, of logical one and zero (see
Fig. 2),

j1l6 ; jF", MF  61l ≠ jn  0l ,

j0l6 ; jF#, MF  71l ≠ jn  0l ,

where F", #  I 6 1y2 denotes the two hyperfine levels
associated with theS1y2 ground state and nuclear spinI
(half integer),MF is the magnetic sublevel, andjn  0l
is the vibrational ground state of the associated potenti
Single-qubit operations can be performed via pulses th
are Raman resonant with one type of atom. Two-qub
operations involve conditioning the state of one atom
on the state of the other. For example, aCNOT can be
performed in the following way. Two atoms are made to

FIG. 2. Schematic energy levels for theD2 line of a generic
alkali in the presence of a small longitudinal magnetic field
(not to scale). The computational basis states for atoms th
follow s6 light are indicated. The catalysis laservc is
near resonant forj1l6 states. The transverse and longitudina
trapping frequenciesv' and vk are detuned very far to the
blue of resonance. Unitary manipulation via Raman pulse
connecting only thej0l1 and j1l1 states is shown.
1061
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reside in the same well as described above, and a w
p-polarized catalysis-laser field, propagating in thex-y
plane, is used to excite a near-resonant atomic dipo
If this laser is tuned to thejS1y2, F"l ! jP3y2, F0

maxl
resonance, whereF0

max  I 1 3y2, a dipole is excited
only if the atom is in thejF"l state (i.e., the logical
statesj1l6). The dipole-dipole interaction thus cause
a shift only of thej1l2 ≠ j1l1 two-qubit state and has
neither diagonal nor off-diagonal matrix elements betwe
any of the other two-qubit basis states. If thes2 type
acts as the control bit and thes1 acts as the target,
a Ramanp pulse on the shiftedj1l2 ≠ j1l1 $ j1l2 ≠
j0l1 transition achieves aCNOT with the usual truth table.
The polarizations of the Raman lasers and an exter
magnetic field ensure that the pulse does not drive a
other transition. Once the logic operation is executed, t
state of a register can be read out as in the ion trap [5],
applying first a sequence of Raman pulses to isolate
population of that register in thejF"l hyperfine state, and
then detecting the amount of fluorescence on the cycli
transitionjS1y2, F"l ! jP3y2, F0

maxl.
The dipole-dipole interaction is dependent both on th

internal electronic states of the atoms, which determi
the tensor nature of the interaction, and on the motion
states, which determine the atomic wave-function overl
with the dipole-dipole potential. In the low saturatio
limit, the excited states can be adiabatically eliminate
and the dipole-dipole interaction Hamiltonian between
pair of atoms can be written asHdd  Vdd 2 ih̄Gdd,
where Vdd describes the level shift, andGdd describes
the enhancement of the spontaneous photon scatte
rate due to cooperative effects. For dipoles induc
by the p-polarized catalysis laser,Hdd is diagonal in
the computational subspace, with the only nonvanishi
matrix element given by [14]

k11, 12jHddj11, 12l  2h̄G0 c4
gkfsr , urd 1 igsr, urdl ,

wherecg is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for the tran
sition jF", MF  61l ! jF0

max, MF 0  61l. The func-
tionsf andg describe the dependence of the dipole-dipo
interaction on the relative position of the two atoms
f 1 ig  ih

s2d
0 skrd 1 P2scosurd ih

s2d
2 skrd, wherehk are

spherical Hankel functions of orderk, and P2smd is the
second-order Legendre polynomial. For small distanc
f scales as1yr3, whereasg goes to unity, corresponding
to the full cooperativity of the super-radiant state. Th
figure of merit is then given byk ; kVddlykh̄sc4

g G0 1

Gdddl  2kfsr , urdlyf1 1 kgsr, urdlg.
Though spherically symmetric wells maximize th

radial wave-function overlap for atoms in their groun
vibrational states, an isotropic relative coordinate wa
function is orthogonal to theY0

2 dipole potential. We
thus consider an axially symmetric harmonic potenti
with two atoms in the vibrational ground state, eac
described by an elliptical Gaussian wave packet wi
1062
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rms widths x0 fi z0. Figure 3 shows a plot ofk,
calculated numerically, as a functionh'  kx0 andhk 
kz0. Over the range of values shown,kg00sr , ur dl ø 1,
i.e., full cooperativity. Given experimentally accessib
localizationsx0  ly60 and z0  ly30, corresponding
to h' ø 0.1 and hk ø 0.2, the figure of merit isk ø
219.3. This is sufficient to resolve the level shift an
perform a two-bit logic gate with reasonable fidelity
An approximate expression fork, neglecting retardation
effects, is

k ø
1

8
p

p h
2
'hk

3

"
22 2 3

h2

h
2
'

1 3

√
h3

h
3
'

1
h

h'

!
tan21

√
h'

h

!#
,

whereh22 ; h
22
k 2 h

22
' . Keepingh' fixed and maxi-

mizing with respect to the ratiohkyh' gives kmax ø
20.017yh

3
' for a ratio shkyh'dmax ø 2.18. The small

prefactor stems mainly from the fact the relative coord
nate rms in 3D is at least

p
6 times the rms for a single

particle in 1D.
An experiment to characterize the performance of t

quantum gate can be performed as follows. Consider
measurement of theCNOT truth table on anensembleof
identical atomic pairs. After the atoms are cooled a
the control and target atoms are prepared in one of
logical basis states, the gate operation is executed,
the four populations of the logical basis can be read
as described above. We can expect the occupation
atoms in an optical lattice to be random. Atoms witho
the appropriate neighbor are, in principle, unaffected
the two-bit gate operation but generally will contribu
to measured populations and reduce the apparent fide
of the gate. The background signal from unpaired ato
can be removed if we carry out additional measureme
on a sample without any paired atoms, as well
measurements where the gate is operated once, popula

FIG. 3. Plot ofk, the ratio of the coherent dipole-dipole leve
shift to the total linewidth, as a function of the Lamb-Dick
localization parameter in the transverse direction,h', and the
longitudinal direction,hk.
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flushed from a register, and the gate operated a seco
time before readout.

As a concrete example, consider Cs atoms wi
lasers trapping blue of the6S1y2 ! 6P3y2 transition at
l  852 nm. Given intensities of100 Wycm2 for all
beams in Fig. 1 and detunings ofD'y2p ø 120 GHz
and Dky2p ø 2 THz for the transverse and longi-
tudinal lasers, respectively, we achieve the requisi
localizations,h'  0.1, hk  0.2 discussed above, cor-
responding to oscillation frequenciesnosc,' ø 200 kHz
and nosc,k ø 50 kHz. For these parameters, photon
scattering from the lattice produces a homogeneo
linewidth G

0
laty2p ø 4 Hz. The catalysis laser is cho-

sen as a perturbation to the trapping potentials, e.
jVddjyh  5 kHz . Taking this field on atomic resonance
and given a figure of meritk  jVddjyG0

cat  19.3,
the required catalysis intensity isIcat ø 0.1 mWycm2,
corresponding to a super-radiant scattering linewid
G0

caty2p ø 250 Hz. Though the level shift depends
sensitively on the atomic localization, it is a relatively
weak function of the laser intensity sinceh , I1y4.
These parameters should allow one to carry out a fe
logical operations with high fidelity.

Though optical lattices hold promise for producing en
tangled states of a few atoms, much remains to be do
to implement even a rudimentary quantum computatio
From the experimental side, one must develop a method
addressing and reading out the state of individual qubi
which are generally spaced closer than the optical wav
length. One possibility is to tag the atomic resonanc
to the position of a well by use of a gradient magneti
field or an additional ac-Stark shift as demonstrated
[15]. Alternatively, lattices could be designed with more
widely separated wells through the superposition of man
different wave vectors or the use of very long wave
length lasers (such as an intense CO2 laser [16]). A major
theoretical issue is the effect of atomic collisions [17]
For small interatomic distances, the intense blue-detun
lattice fields will be resonant with a molecular potentia
which may lead to inelastic processes. Even for atoms
the electronic ground state, long-range molecular pote
tials can play an important role in atom-atom interaction
for densities corresponding to two atoms in the same we
Though such interactions might be destructive for inelast
hyperfine-changing collisions [18], elastic collisions migh
provide an alternative coherent coupling scheme with
lower decoherence rate [19], especially in the region
a Feschbach resonance that can be tuned with a magn
field [20]. Another important question is that of error cor
rection. For example, in our scheme each 1D “tube” o
atoms constitutes a separate quantum register acting
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parallel with all of the others. One might capitalize on
this massive parallelism to increase the error threshold f
fault-tolerant computation. Optical lattices are extremel
flexible, with many experimental “knobs,” allowing a wide
variety of possible mechanisms for implementing the es
sential features of quantum logic.
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